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Virtual printing expert bot and avatar system 
1. Abstract 
Digital printing presses are very sophisticated and consist of many features. As such, they are not easy to 
operate.  A virtual printing expert system was designed in order to assists the press operators personally, 
and make their printing experience easy, smooth and fun, while ensuring high quality prints with high 
utilization. 
The system consists of a virtual figure, with: “eyes” (video camera), “voice” (speaker) “ears” 
(microphone), “brain” (analytics engine, Deep Learning models, cloud and on-premise AI services) and 
personality. 
Like a human, the virtual expert can talk & listen, write & read, watch, recognize, ask & answer 
questions, tip, direct and recommend. It provides a natural way to interface with the press and has access 
to knowledge content and service tools. 
2. Problem statement 
Printing presses are designed with great flexibility and have become more and more sophisticated. As 
such, they contain many features and options which evolve over time. Operating a digital printing press, 
while utilizing all the latest and greatest features requires high level skills and comprehensive ongoing 
learning & training. We are witnessing knowledge gaps in operating the press which often result in low 
print quality, low utilization and even machine down events, and high levels of frustration. It has become 
clear that we must find a way to make the relevant knowledge accessible to the operator, when it is 
needed, at the required detail, and in the most natural way. We needed an immediate solution which must 
take into consideration the fact that it is expected to operate on a noisy printshop environment which 
might be less tolerant for common voice interfaces solutions.  
3. Our solution 
A virtual personal printing expert bot, based on cloud PaaS services, with supportive hardware (camera, 
microphone and speaker), that simplifies press operation by naturally engaging in a conversation (voice & 
text), answering questions and executing commands. It recognizes the operator and fits the press features 
to the operator’s level, cueing the operator when needed, while utilizing the press analytics engine. The 
printing expert is seamlessly connected to all the goodies available such as knowledge and service 
documents repository. 
The unique value proposition: Operating the press becomes natural and easy.  
• Natural spoken and written language  
• Knowledge and assistance are accessible when needed and adapted to operator / service engineer 
level 




• Natural speech (voice) 
• Text 
• Understands the utterances and intents 
• Initializes conversations when needed   
3.1.2. Operator recognition and related cognition: 
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• Face detection and operator face recognition 
• Retrieves operator’s level, courses and operating data 
• Personalizes printing experience per operator’s level and needs 
• Adapt press features to operator’s level 
• Adapt tips and assistance level to operator’s knowledge and experience 
3.1.3. Press parts recognition and related cognition: 
• Recognizes press spare parts when the operator approaches the press with the part 
• Checks the press status and makes sure the part really needs to be replaced 
• Asks the operator relevant questions regarding the reason for replacing the part, makes a 
record of that 
• Tips the operator in case the part replacement is not required 
• Asks if the operator need help / instructions to this specific part replacement and brings up a 
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